Long term Plan

Subject: History

YEAR 13

Term

Topic(s)

Assessed work

Additional details

1a
7 weeks

Stuart Britain 1649-78
Major Generals
End of protectorate
How successful was the protectorate
The Restoration
Parliaments of Charles II
NEA
At this time students will undertake independent
research whilst attending tutorials to support
them in completing the Non-examined
assessment on Civil Rights in the USA
Stuart Britain 1649-78
Clarendon / CABAL / Danby
Faction
Parliament under Charles
Religion
The Directory and Napoleon’s rise to power
1795-99
Napoleon’s rise to fame
Tightening his grip on power
Consolidation of power
Stuart Britain 1678-1702
Charles an absolutist?
Exclusion crisis
James II
The immortal 7 and reasons for the glorious
revolution
Terms of GR and Bill of Rights
The impact of Napoleon’s rule on France, 17991815
Napoleon’s reforms
Rise of the Empire
Stuart Britain 1678-1702
William and Parliament
Foreign policy
William and Finance
Tories and Whigs
Religion
How successful was William III
The impact of Napoleon’s rule on France, 17991815
Problems of the Empire
Fall of the Empire
Impact of Napoleonic rule
Revision
Students will go over the two examined topics at
this time

Essay on the Restoration

Students were given an
introductory booklet
with reading lists in year
12. There are plenty of
resources in the library
to loan. Students can
access the CU History
Learning Site with
videos and resources.

8/11/21 –mock exams
begin (no taught
curriculum)

Teachers will share with
students sample essays
and tips for technique in
source and
interpretation analysis,
as well as essay writing
Look online and on
things like bbc iplayer
for documentaries and
relevant films
The NEA is a piece of
coursework, where
students formulate their
own question and have
to write an extended
response of between
3,500-4,500. The final
work is due in the spring
term of year 13

42
lessons

1b
7 weeks
42
lessons

2a
7 weeks
42
lessons

2b
5 weeks
35
lessons

3a
5 weeks
35
lessons

Essay and extracts on
the rule of Charles II and
the fall of James II

Mock exams in class,
one for Stuart Britain
and one for French
Revolution

Students will be
encouraged to begin
their revision for the
exams as early as
possible. Making
timelines, revision flash
cards, essay plans and
having study group
sessions would aid them
in this

Exams

Teachers can provide
students with a revision
guide to aid them in
their studies

